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The radiation Theory of Feynman
by F. J. Dyson (Birmingham).

Tliere are two points of view frotn which to consider this theory.
First, one niay consider it1) as a Supplement to the Tomonaga-
Schwinger theory, not differing from the latter in any of its basic
assumptions but only in its inethod of handling problems. The
theory then appears as a set of rules for the calculation of the element
of the Heisenberg S-matrix corresponding to any prescribed scat-
tering process involving electrons, positrons and photons. These
rules may be derived in a direct way from the Schwinger theory.
From this view point, the contribution of the Feynman theory lies
only in the following; by concentrating attention on the overall be-
haviour of a physical system as Heisenberg has done in his S-
matrix program, and ceasing to ask questions about the instanta-
neous statt-, of the system at intermediate times, one finds quick
and general ways to derive results which are otherwise obtained
only bv more laborious and special considerations.

The second point of view from which to consider the theory is the
one followed by Feynman himself. This point of view I wish to
discuss to-day. Unfortunately there is as yet no published exposition
of these ideas. I can refer only to one published paper2) and to two
unpublished papers of Feynman ("The Theory of Positrons" and
"Spaee-time Approach to Quantum Electrodynamics") which are
due to appear shortly. At least, one paper in addition to these has
still to be written before the foundations of the theory can be eon-
sidered complete.

From the second viewpoint, it is not the similarity of the conclu-
sions reached by Schwinger and Feynman, but the dissimilarity
of their starting-points, which is important. Schwinger's program
has been to start from the PIeisenberg-Pauli electrodynamics
and to reformulate it with the minimum modifications that are ne-

cessary to make it into a, useable theory. Feynman's program has
been a. critical re-examination of the basic principles of electrodynamics,

t.aking nothing of the earlier theories for granted, building the
whole theory up from postulates which are less mathematical and
more physically intuitive than those to which we are accustomed.
Schwinger has been eonstrueting a single theory. Feynman has
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been constructing a framework into which many different theories
can be made to fit; the fact that the framework is loose, allowing
a wide freedom of choice to the future, is regarded bv Feynman
as one of its merits.

The first departure of Feynman from orthodox quantum theory
is his ose of the Lagrangian instead of the Hamiltonian as the basic
function characterizing a system. Already in his non-relativistic
theory2) the Lagrangian method is used. And because the Lagrangian

is relativistically invariant while the Hamiltonian is not, this
theory can be made relativistic with much greater oase than the
nsual Schrödinger theory. The Lagrangian method is based on the
following two postulates.

I. Suppose a system to be given in a state A at one time, then
the probability that it will be in a state B at a later time is

j Üji c (H) |2. Ilere the variable of summation H denotes any
conceivable history or routo which the system might follow in
passing from A to B, and c(H) is a complex nnmber depending
on H, called the "probability amplitude for the history H".

IT. The value of c(H) is N exp (iS/h), where N is a normalizing
factor independent of H, and S is the classical action-integral
of the system computed for the history H. In the case of a

system of particles, S will be a sum of time-integrals of the
particle Lagrangians taken along the world-lines of the particles.
In the case of a system of fields specified bv a classical Lagran-
gian-densitv defined at each point of Space and time. S is the
integral of the Lagrangian-clensity, integrated over the whole
space and over the duration of H.

Starting from these two postulates and using varions types of
Lagrangian. a variety of relativistic quantum-mechanical Systems
can be described. In particular, it is not difficult to include Systems
with retarded interaetions which cannot be qnantized by the Hamiltonian

method.
A second departure of Feynman from orthodox method,s is his

treatment of the positron. Ilere he uses an old idea of Wiieeleb3)
and Stueckelberg4) that a positron can be regarded as an electron
travelling backwards in time. The hole theory of Dirac is recon-
structed in terms of this idea. In resolving the paradoxes presented
by particles travelling backwards in time, Feynman has made an
analysis of the conditions that have to be satisfied by a quantum-
mechanical system in order that phvsical requirements of causality
be preserved. This has led him to duplicate in his theory several
ideas discovered earlier by Stueckelberg.

Ii',
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In conclusion, I wish to stress that the Feynman theory is not
to be regarded as a theory in competition with the Schwinger
theory. It. is rather a collection of ideas, of a somewhat intuitive
character, which create a deeper understanding, on the one hand
of the physical assumptions underlying existing electrodynamies.
and 011 the other hand of the possibilities which exist for new theore-
tical developments.
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